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Cavitation measurement during sonically and 
ultrasonically activated irrigation*

Abstract

Introduction The aim of this study was to quantify and to visualize the possible occurrence 
of transient cavitation (bubble formation and implosion) during Sonic (SAI) and Ultrasonic 
(UAI) Activated Irrigation. Methods The amount of cavitation generated around several end-
odontic instruments was measured by sonochemiluminescence (SCL) dosimetry inside four 
root canal models of human dimensions and varying complexity. Furthermore, the spatial 
distribution of the SCL in the root canal was visualized with long-exposure photography. 
Results Instrument oscillation frequency, ultrasonic power and file taper influenced the oc-
currence and amount of cavitation. In UAI, cavitation was distributed between the file and the 
wall extending beyond the file and inside lateral canals/isthmuses. In SAI, no cavitation was 
detected. Conclusions Cavitation was shown to occur in UAI at clinically relevant ultrasonic 
power settings both in straight and curved canals; but not around sonically oscillating instru-
ments, driven at their highest frequency.

Introduction

Sonic Activated Irrigation (SAI) and Ultrasonic Activated Irrigation (UAI) aim to improve 
the chemical and mechanical efficiency of root canal irrigation procedures (Moorer & Wes-
selink 1982; van der Sluis et al. 2007; Ruddle 2009; Jiang et al. 2010; Macedo et al. 2010). For 
both methods, acoustic microstreaming and hydrodynamic cavitation (the formation and 
implosion of vapor bubbles) have been claimed as their working mechanisms (Ahmad et al. 
1987; Ruddle 2009; Jiang et al. 2010; Joyce Tiong & Price 2012). However, for SAI, Jiang et al. 
(2010) suggested that cavitation cannot occur because the velocity of the sonically oscillating 
instrument is too low. For UAI, Ahmad et al. (1988) argued that cavitation is unlikely to occur 
inside the root canal. Due to space restrictions, the amplitude of oscillation of the endodon-
tic instrument would probably not be high enough to produce cavitation. However, recently 
cavitation was shown to occur during UAI within the confinement of a root canal (Jiang et 
al. 2011; Macedo et al. 2014), even with contact of the file against the wall (Boutsioukis et 
al. 2013), though at higher power settings than advised by the manufacturer for endodontic 
purposes. To our knowledge, cavitation has never been observed during SAI.
A distinction can be made between transient cavitation, involving a violent inertial collapse of 
a bubble, and stable cavitation, which involves more gentle volumetric oscillations (Brennen 
1995). In this article we investigate specifically the occurrence of transient cavitation involved 
in enhancing chemical reactions (Suslick et al. 1990; Fernandez Rivas et al. 2010; Joyce Tiong 
& Price 2012), surface cleaning and erosion (Fernandez Rivas et al. 2012).  
The aims of this study were to quantify and to visualize the occurrence of cavitation during 
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UAI and SAI in a root canal model of human dimensions with varying morphological com-
plexity and with different oscillating instruments and power settings. In transient cavitation, 
high pressure and temperature conditions inside the collapsing bubble lead to the formation 
of OHl radicals by sonolysis of H2O molecules (Suslick et al. 1990; Hatanaka et al. 2002). 
A chemiluminescent molecule can react with the OHl radicals and produce light emission 
(sonochemiluminescence (SCL)) (Hatanaka et al. 2002; Kanthale et al. 2008). No SCL is gen-
erated with stable cavitation. Strict dark conditions and sensitive photo-multipliers were used 
here to detect and quantify the production of SCL in cavitation bubbles at various power 
settings, as a direct means to quantify the amount of cavitation. Long-exposure SCL pho-
tography provided additional information on the location of cavitation bubbles at different 
operation and confinement conditions (Macedo et al. 2014). 

Materials & Methods

The methodology includes two distinct experiments: sonochemical dosimetry and visualiza-
tion experiments, both explained in detail in a previous study (Macedo et al. 2014). Both took 
place in a light-tight box with dimension 1.2×1.0×0.5 m; dark conditions inside were verified 
with long-exposure photography. Inside the box, an endodontic file was positioned in an in-
house manufactured PDMS  (PolyDiMethylSiloxane; Sylgard 184, Dow-Corning, Midland, 
MI) root canal model. The model was of human dimensions (apical diameter of 0.35 mm, a 
taper of 6% and a length of 20 mm), fixed inside a 1.0×1.0×4.0 cm cuvette (Plastibrand, Brand, 
Wertheim, Germany). 
SAI was performed by the Endoactivator system (Dentsply, Tulsa, OK, USA), using the yellow 
(apical size ISO 15/0.02 taper), red (25/0.04) and blue (35/0.04) polymer tips. The highest 
operational frequency (190 ± 5 Hz (Jiang et al. 2010)) was used, since that is most likely to 
generate cavitation. For UAI, IrriSafe files 25/21 (apical size/length) and 25/25 and the K25/21 
(all Satelec Acteon, Merignac, France) were used (Kanthale et al. 2008; Jiang et al. 2011), driv-
en with an endodontic ultrasound device (P-Max, Satelec Acteon). The power settings on the 
device ranged from low to high using colors codes, from `Green’ via `Yellow’ and `Blue’ to 
`Red’, each with 10 steps increments. 
For the sonochemical dosimetry measurements, the instruments were centered and fixed at 
1 mm from working length (WL) using a translation stage. The ultrasound and sonic devices 
were switched on and off by a pulse-delay generator (TGP110, TTi, Huntingdon, UK) in 3 
cycles with a period of 10 seconds, consisting of 3 seconds ON and 7 seconds OFF (duty cycle 
of 30%). The rest phase in between pulses allows the fluid to relax to its ambient state with 
respect to its temperature, gas content and flow. Each measurement was done six times with a 
new file and fresh irrigant. No file/tip separation has been observed during the experiments. 
For all SCL experiments, air-saturated aqueous luminol (0.1 mM luminol in 0.1 M NaOH 
(both Merck Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA)) solution was used (Fernandez Rivas et al. 2012). 
A photomultiplier tube (PMT; R508, Hamamatsu Photonics, Hamamatsu, Japan) was placed 
next to the cuvette. The PMT received an electrical voltage of 1.6 kV from a power supply 
(6516A, Hewlett-Packard, Palo Alto, CA, USA); its output was recorded at a rate of 300 kHz 
with a high-speed data acquisition device (DAQ; USB-6356, National Instruments, Austin, 
TX, USA). The average and standard deviation of each of the 18 activation cycles (6 measure-
ments of 3 cycles) were calculated as outlined before (Macedo et al. 2014). Calibration showed 
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a linear response of the PMT up to an output voltage of 1 V, above which saturation occurs 
(underestimation of the amount of cavitation). An interclass correlation coefficient score of 
0.994 for single measurements with p<0.001 was found (Macedo et al. 2014), assuring a high 
reliability and reproducibility. 
In the visualization experiments, the spatial distribution of the SCL in the root canal during 
UAI with a IrriSafe file 25/25 was observed using long-exposure photographs, taken with a 
CMOS photocamera (D300, Nikon, Tokyo, Japan) and 50mm, f/1.8 lens (Nikon). The camera 
exposure time was set at 30s, with highest ISO value (Hi1.0) and automatic white balance. A 
picture of the root canal model was taken in ambient light before the SCL photos were ac-
quired under dark conditions, to identify the location of the root canal model walls. 
Four different root canal models were used (Figure 3), with varying morphological complex-
ities but equal main root canal size (apical diameter 0.35mm, taper 6% and length 20mm). 
These models were made out of PDMS, which has good optical accessibility. The first model 
was a straight canal; the file was centered and fixed at 2 or 5 mm from WL. The second model 
had a lateral canal of diameter 0.250mm located at 3mm from WL; the file tip was at 2 mm 
from WL and oscillated in the direction of the lateral canal. The third model had an isthmus 
of size 3×0.15×4 mm located at 2-5 mm from the apex; the file was placed at 2 mm from WL 
and oscillated in the direction of the isthmus. The fourth model had an apical curvature, start-
ing at 4 mm from the apex and with an Schneider angle of 27o (Schneider 1971). The file was 
inserted either at the start of the curvature (4 mm from WL) or was pre-bent and inserted up 
to 1 mm from WL, leading to contact with the root canal wall.

Statistical analysis

Student’s t-tests for independent samples were performed to assess differences in SCL be-
tween files with different lengths (21 vs. 25 mm), file type (square (K-file) with 2% taper vs. 
square with round edges (Irrisafe) with 0% taper). For all tests, P-values < 0.05 were consid-
ered statistically significant.

Results

The SCL values for all studied sonic and ultrasonic tips inside the root canal model is plotted 
in Figure 1. It is evident that cavitation does not occur around sonic tips. An increased power 
setting increases the SCL signal for all ultrasonic files (P< 0.001). Already at the power setting 
of ̀ Green 5’ a SCL signal could be observed for the Irrisafe files. Both Irrisafe files resulted in a 
SCL value higher than the K-files of similar dimension (P=0.001). The length of the ultrasonic 
file had no influence on the SCL value (P>0.05).
Figure 2 shows the location of cavitation along two ultrasonically oscillating files. The IrriSafe 
file shows 5 locations of cavitation, whereas the K-file only shows cavitation at the tip and the 
first antinode. These locations appear to match well with the antinodes on the files as obtained 
in a previous study (Verhaagen et al. 2012).
Overlaying the long-exposure SCL photos with the ambient light photos of the root canal 
models with varied morphological complexity shows the spatial distribution of cavitation 
(Fig. 3). For all models, cavitation occurred between the ultrasonic file and the wall. SCL was 
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also observed at the entrance of simulated lateral morphologies and beyond the tip of the file, 
up to approximately 1 mm when the file was at WL-2 mm and up to 2 mm when the file was 
at WL-5 mm in the straight canal. Cavitation occurred even in curved canal models with a file 
oscillating before or beyond the curvature with file-to-wall contact. 

Discussion

The occurrence of transient cavitation during UAI, although claimed by some (Roy et al. 1994; 
van der Sluis et al. 2007) and doubted by others (Ahmad et al. 1988; Zehnder 2006), has now 
been demonstrated in this paper for clinically relevant power settings. The reason for such con-
troversy up to now was that cavitation dosimetry in an endodontic context is experimentally 
challenging and limited by several factors. The most important ones are the small volumes 
of irrigant used in dentistry (10-100 mL), the short duration of ultrasonic agitation (20-60 
sec) and the contact of the irrigant with open-air atmospheric conditions. On-line dosimetry 
methods such as SCL have recently been successfully applied in the dental context to quantify 
transient cavitation occurring around oscillating endodontic files (Macedo et al. 2014) and 
scalers (Joyce Tiong & Price 2012).
The type of file influenced the amount of cavitation (Figs. 1 and 2), the Irrisafe file design 
being more effective than the K-file with similar dimensions. These two files differ in taper 
(2% for K-file and 0% for IrriSafe) and cross-section (square (K-file) and square with round-
ed edges (IrriSafe)). The shape of the edges has been proven to have no effect on cavitation 
generation (Macedo et al. 2014). The taper, however, affects the number and amplitude of the 
antinodes on the file. All the antinodes on the IrriSafe file have an amplitude sufficiently high 
to induce cavitation, whereas only the tip and the first antinode on the K-file have such a high 
amplitude, see Figure 2.
Using similar methodology, Ahmad & Roy in (1994) reported limited sonochemilumines-
cence signal even at high power intensity, making them questioning the clinical occurrence 
of cavitation. They suggested that file-to-wall contact would dampen the file oscillation and 
therefore inhibit the occurrence of cavitation. The comparison of their results with those pre-
sented here is difficult, but their negative results may be attributed to the dissipation of energy 
at the Cavi-endo coupling system (Williams & Walmsley 1988). Besides, it has been proven 
in a recent article that unintentional file-to-wall contact occurs in a clinical context but does 
not completely stop the oscillation of the file, the microstreaming or cavitation (Boutsioukis 
et al. 2013). 
The generation of cavitation may be different in a dentin root canal compared to the present 
PDMS model. However, in previous studies such PDMS models were found to be a suitable 
root canal model (Verhaagen et al. 2012), and the change in light transmission has been cor-
rected for (Macedo et al. 2014). The use of luminol solution instead of NaOCl as irrigant may 
have underestimated the amount of cavitation produced, as NaOCl may act as a surfactant 
and thereby favor cavitation (Mason 2003). However, luminol is required in order to detect 
SCL, but cannot be combined with NaOCl because the two react (Macedo et al. 2014). In a 
recent article more cavitation was detected visually around an endodontic file oscillating in 
NaOCl than in luminol (Macedo et al. 2014). This affects all ultrasonic groups equally. 
In this study SAI at the highest frequency showed no SCL, regardless of the tip size used, while 
UAI produced SCL throughout its complete power range. The absence of cavitation during 
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SAI was predicted by Jiang et al. (2010) due to the reported slow movement of the tip, which 
was below the threshold needed for cavitation. Such a cavitation threshold can be determined 
by estimating the pressures required for the formation, growth and collapse of a bubble within 
a given liquid. Bubbles can grow when the applied pressure drops from the ambient pressure 
to below the vapor pressure of the liquid (Liu et al. 2002; Marmottant et al. 2006). Such neg-
ative pressures need to be generated by the oscillating tip, where the oscillation amplitude 
is maximal. The likelihood of cavitation occurrence is defined by the cavitation number Ca 
(Brennen 1995):

  (1)
  
where ρ is the density of the liquid (1100 kg/m3 for NaOCl). With sufficient cavitation nuclei 
(pre-existing gas pockets) available, and for Ca < 1, cavitation can occur. The corresponding 
velocity threshold is 15 m/s.
The velocity U of the (ultra)sonic tip can be calculated with the equation U  = 2πfA (with f 
being the file oscillation frequency and A the amplitude of oscillation).  The typical frequency 
of oscillation for endodontic devices is 30 kHz and with a typical oscillation amplitude of 
approximately 100 μm at high power settings (Lea et al. 2010; Verhaagen et al. 2012; Verhaa-
gen et al. 2013), it exceeds the Ca < 1 condition, instantly leading to cavitation. On the other 
hand, a sonic tip oscillating at a frequency of 190 Hz and an oscillation amplitude of 1.2 mm 
oscillates with a velocity of only 1.4 m/s. Furthermore, the diameter of the apical root canal is 
smaller than 0.5 mm, which implies extensive wall contact between the tip and the root canal 
wall for SAI. This inhibits free oscillation of the sonic tip, thereby reducing the velocity of the 
irrigant (Marmottant et al. 2006; Jiang et al. 2010). This was further confirmed by the poor 
dentin debris removal performance of SAI in simulated oval extensions in an ex-vivo root 
canal model (Jiang et al. 2010).
The long-exposure photography used in this study permits the observation of the spatial 
distribution of SCL inside root canal models with varied morphological complexity such as 
curved main canals and lateral internal morphology (Fig. 2) as often encountered in root ca-
nal systems (De Deus 1975). The results of this study show that cavitation is not limited to the 
ultrasonic file tip but is also distributed further up along the file. These findings corroborate 
the ones reported by Macedo et al. (2014) where SCL has been related to a distribution of 
nodes and antinodes along the file. 
SCL has also been observed here in simulated lateral morphology, but only a small distance 
into the simulated lateral canal and isthmus. This suggests that the cavitation is induced by the 
oscillating pressure generated when the file oscillates at ultrasonic frequencies. This pressure 
has recently been shown to extend only a limited distance away from the file (Verhaagen et 
al. 2013).
Cavitation was observed up to approximately 2 mm beyond the tip of the file, even in a curved 
canal where contact with the wall took place. Such results reinforce the assumption that cav-
itation is possible under clinical conditions where file-to-wall contact cannot be completely 
avoided (Boutsioukis et al. 2013). Furthermore, it shows, together with a recent article in the 
flow in curved canals (Malki et al. 2012), that the presence of a curvature does not significant-
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ly affect the mechanisms of action of ultrasonic activation. Future studies should focus on the 
contribution and optimization of this phenomenon for cleaning the root canal system. 
In conclusion, cavitation was shown to occur in UAI at clinically relevant ultrasonic power 
settings both in straight and curved canals and at the entrance of lateral canals and isthmuses, 
and also up to 2 mm beyond the tip of the file. No cavitation was detected around sonically 
oscillating instruments, driven at their highest frequency.

Figures
 

Figure 1: Average and standard deviation of the SCL signal for three different ultrasonic files 
with varying length, diameter and cross-section, and for three sonic tips. All instruments 
oscillated inside a human-sized root canal model. The settings marked in gray are clinically 
relevant (according to the manufacturers). For values above 1V the PMT was saturated and 
those values are therefore underestimated.
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Figure 2: Cavitation occurrence along the IrriSafe 25/21 (a) and K15/21 (c) files during ul-
trasonic activation in water, as observed with long-exposure photography. The white clouds 
originate from light reflected off cavitation bubbles. The oscillation patterns of the two files (24) 
are shown in (b) for correlation between the file antinodes and the locations of the cavitation.

 
Figure 3: Overlay of SCL photos (represented in red) with ambient light photos, showing the 
spatial distribution of cavitation inside human-sized root canal models with varied complex-
ity. The confinements have been outlined with thin solid yellow lines; the file insertion depth 
(2, 4 or 5 mm) is indicated with yellow bars next to the apical part of the canal.
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